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Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have nowadays become a necessary component of

almost every security infrastructure. So far, many different approaches have been followed

in order to increase the efficiency of IDS. Swarm Intelligence (SI), a relatively new bio-

inspired family of methods, seeks inspiration in the behavior of swarms of insects or

other animals. After applied in other fields with success SI started to gather the interest of

researchers working in the field of intrusion detection. In this paper we explore the reasons

that led to the application of SI in intrusion detection, and present SI methods that have

been used for constructing IDS. A major contribution of this work is also a detailed

comparison of several SI-based IDS in terms of efficiency. This gives a clear idea of which

solution is more appropriate for each particular case.

ª 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction attempts the need for an additional mechanism as the last
In the past years, numerous approaches have been proposed

for computer systems protection fromunauthorized use. Such

approaches may involve symmetric and asymmetric encryp-

tion, include additional systems such as firewalls as well as

sophisticated and complex security protocols. As the security

mechanisms tend to evolve over time so do the methods

adopted by the attackers. At the same time, new types of

networks have made their appearance such as cellular

networks, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET) (Yang et al., 2004)

and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) (Pathan et al., 2006). What

is more, future implementations of 4G mobile networks (Fu

et al., 2004) are expected to provide services for a large

number of heterogeneous wireless access technologies.

Nevertheless, each one of these networks has proven to carry

its own security inefficiencies and vulnerabilities. As tradi-

tional approaches fail to fully counterattack intrusion
rmation and Communica
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line of defense has become a necessity. Thus, Intrusion Detec-

tion Systems (IDS) have quickly established themselves as one

of themost basic components of every security infrastructure.

An IDS is a security system which is able to identify

malevolent behavior (already finished or ongoing) against

a protected network or computer. Without doubt, the

construction of an efficient intrusion detection model is

a challenging task. This is because an IDS must have a high

attack Detection Rate (DR), with a low False Alarm Rate (FAR) at

the same time. What might be even more challenging, is that

an IDSmust not be computational resource demanding and be

intelligent enough in order to identify previously unseen

attacks.

Since the appearance of the first IDS (Denning, 1987),

a plethora of techniques has been proposed in order to boost

their performance and effectiveness. It is only until recently

though, that researchers sought inspiration in biology and
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Fig. 1 e Architecture of a typical IDS.
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natural systems (Williamson, 2002). Swarm Intelligence (SI) as

one of the many existing bio-inspired family of techniques,

studies and emulates the behavior of swarms of animals for

solving complex problems. Tasks such as nest organizing,

seeking paths to food sources, or moving from one place to

another as an organized unit have been analyzed and

modeled. The IDS have applied thesemodels for the execution

of some critical procedures such as distinguishing between

normal and abnormal behavior, tracing the source of an attack

and for performance optimization. The motivation behind

this is quite obvious: these natural systems possess a set of

desirable characteristics that may immediately be inherited

to the resulting IDS. For instance, a swarm of insects is able to

complete complex tasks although it is based in a number of

simple entities with very limited capabilities. Also, it is able to

fulfill difficult undertakings even if its environment changes

drastically, and function efficiently even if a small number of

its population becomes extinct. Likewise, swarm based IDS

are usually lightweight systems yet simple to implement, self-

configurable, highly adaptive and extremely robust.

The clear advantages that SI approaches impose to the field

of intrusion detection in conjunction with the ever increasing

interest of both academia and industry in this field is themain

driving force behind this work. This paper attempts to cate-

gorize and classify the work that has been done so far in

the field of SI-based IDS. The taxonomy adopted is based

primarily on the function of the natural swarm that acted as

a source of inspiration for each one of the described SI-based

IDS.

1.1. Our contribution

This work offers a comprehensive analysis of the internal

mechanisms of numerous SI-based IDS. Although in the past,

some works (Wu and Banzhaf, 2010) have touched upon

a limited number of such systems, the current one is

exhaustive and focuses solely on SI-inspired IDS. Another

major contribution is the presentation of a detailed and

constructive comparison of the efficiency of several SI-based

IDS. By doing so, we attempt to highlight the possible benefi-

cial impact and point out possible pitfalls of integrating SI

techniques into IDS. A chart that indexes major SI-based IDS

in chronological order with respect to relevant technologies is

also contributed. Ourwork refers primarily to SI approaches or

SI hybrid approaches. In this way, works that fall into the

broader field of Machine Learning (ML) (Tesink, 2007; Haglund

et al., 2000; Amini and Jalili, 2004; Dickerson and Dickerson,

2000) or adopt other biology inspired approaches (Kim, 2002;

Jian et al., 2004) are considered out of scope. Also, this work

concentrates on techniques andmethodologies used for some

core functionality of IDS such as supervised learning in terms

of classification. Thus, SI approaches used for secondary

functions or as preprocessing steps like Feature Selection (FS) or

Feature Reduction (FR) (Sivagaminathan and Ramakrishnan,

2007; Gao et al., 2005b; Zainal et al., 2007), (although

frequently applied in many IDS) have been intentionally

neglected.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The

next section provides an introduction to both the concepts of

intrusion detection and swarm intelligence. Section 3 gives an
insight, categorizes and surveys several SI-based approaches

used in intrusion detection. Section 4 compares major SI-

based IDS. Finally, Section 5 concludes and provides sugges-

tions for future research.
2. Relevant terms

2.1. Intrusion detection

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events

occurring in a computer system or network and analyzing

them for signs of possible incidents, which are violations or

imminent threats of violation of computer security policies,

acceptable use policies, or standard security practices

(Scarfone and Mell, 2007). Systems that are assigned to

perform all the procedures relevant to intrusion detection are

called Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). Although, there is

a wide variety of mechanisms and frameworks that IDS

systems employ, a generic architecture can be extracted.

Usually, systems of this type are comprised of:

� Anumber of sensorswhich are responsible for gathering the

appropriate data from the monitored system. Depending on

the type of the IDS the sensors might be part of the system

they protect or external.

� An analysis and configuration engine which is usually

a centralized point that collects the data from the sensors

and analyses them. This component might have to recon-

figure the protected system accordingly if the results of the

analysis indicate an intrusion during the response step. The

response step might involve human interaction (e.g., the

security administrator) or be fully automated.

� A report system that notifies the administrator for possible

attacks.

In some IDS types (such as misuse detection IDS) a knowl-

edge base which contains signatures of known attacks might

also be present. This component is utilized by the analysis and

configuration engine during a step known as the data analysis

step and it must be frequently updated to include the signa-

tures of the latest attacks. Finally, it is possible for a response

engine to exist. The response engine might be able to take

actions automatically or after specific command of the

administrator. Fig. 1 depicts a high level architecture of

a generic IDS that protects a network.
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It is possible to come across different classifications of the

existing IDS based on different criteria. A first distinction can

be made in terms of the location of the active sensing

components of the IDS. Based on this aforementioned attri-

bute, the IDS are usually classified into host-based and

network-based. In host-based approaches the sensing

components e or quite often the entire IDS per se e are

installed on every host that requires protection. On the other

hand, a network-based IDS monitors the network that

contains the hosts of interest. This type of IDS is usually

installed on multiple dedicated machines, which are possibly

different from the protected hosts, and monitors the network

traffic.

A more widespread categorization is based on the adopted

data analysis approach. In this case, IDS may belong in one of

the two main groups: misuse detection and anomaly detection.

The first approach examines the activity of the entire infra-

structure for patterns of misuses known beforehand, usually

referred to as “attack identities”. On the opposite, anomaly

detection approaches analyze the behavior of the protected

system over time toward extracting an approximate estima-

tion of what behavior is considered normal (or legitimate).

Any action that significantly deviates from that kind of

behavior is considered an attack.

Beyond everything else, an IDS must be able to identify

intrusions with high accuracy. At the same time it must not

confuse legitimate actions that occur on a system with

intrusive ones. These two criteria have been associated with

two performance evaluation variables: (i) Detection Rate (DR),

which is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly

detected attacks to the total number of attacks, and (ii) the

False Alarm Rate (FAR), or false positive rate, which is the ratio

of the number of normal connections that are misclassified as

attacks to the total number of normal connections. Normally,

an IDS tries to maintain high detection rates while keeping

false alarm rates as low as possible. Aside from these two

basic criteria, Kim et al. identify a number of additional

requirements for the realization of an effective IDS (Kim et al.,

2007).

2.2. Swarm Intelligence

Nature has always been an inspiration to humans for complex

problem solving. In the recent past, biology inspired

approaches have made their appearance in a variety of

research fields, ranging from engineering, computer science,

economics, medicine and social sciences. Likewise, many

biology inspired techniques have been proposed for intrusion

detection. Swarm intelligence is one of them.

The term Swarm Intelligence (SI) was first introduced by

Beni in the context of cellular robotics system (Beni andWang,

1989). Methodologies, techniques and algorithms that this

research field embraces draw their inspiration from the

behavior of insects, birds and fishes, and their unique ability

to solve complex tasks in the form of swarms, although the

same thingwould seem impossible in individual level. Indeed,

single ants, bees or even birds and fishes appear to have very

limited intelligence as individuals, but when they socially

interact with each other and with their environment they

seem to be able to accomplish hard tasks such as finding the
shortest path to a food source, organizing their nest,

synchronize their movement and travel as a single coherent

entity with high speed etc. This achievement becomes even

more significant if it is taken into account that they accom-

plish such tasks without the presence of a centralized

authority (e.g., the queen of the hive) dictating any of this

behavior. Applications of this can be found in NP-hard opti-

mizations problems such as the traveling salesman, the

quadratic assignment, scheduling, vehicle routing etc.
3. SI approaches in intrusion detection

Most IDS that will be examined in this section fall into the

broad category of anomaly detection IDS. Bear in mind that

systems of this type do not rely on a base of signatures of

known attacks for their detection and thus are destined to

recognize novel malicious behavior. Also, it is a common

ground that intrusion detection problems in general and

anomaly detection IDS in particular have to cope with huge

volume and high dimensional datasets, the need for real time

detection, andwith diverse and constantly changing behavior.

This is where computation intelligence comes into play and

converges with the IDS realm. In a step known as training,

a number of records that is already gathered from the sensing

components of the system (in the form of network connection

data or log file data) is fed to the analysis engine. After the

training step the IDS goes online to protect the system in real

time. A classification or clustering algorithm is applied in this

component to categorize the behavior into normal or

abnormal. So, in a sense, the intrusion detection problem is

reduced to a classification or clustering problem. In this

context researchers have always been seeking easy-to-

implement methods that provide high quality results in

a fast and efficient manner.

The unique characteristics of SI make it ideal for this

purpose. More specifically, SI techniques aim at solving

complex problems by the employment of multiple but simple

agents without the need of any form of supervision to exist.

Every agent collaborates with others toward finding the

optimal solution. This happens via direct or indirect

communications (interactions) while the agents constantly

roam in the search space. In this respect, agents can be used

for several hard tasks like finding classification rules for

misuse detection, discover clusters for anomaly detection,

keep track of intruder trails etc. Indeed, these self-organizing

and distributed attributes are highly appreciable by offering

the means to break down a difficult IDS problem into multiple

simple ones assigned to agents. This potentially makes the

IDS autonomous, highly adaptive, parallel, self-organizing

and cost efficient. In the literature the efficiency of such

systems is usually evaluated against one of the existing

benchmarks that specifically target IDS (DARPA, 2008; Internet

Exploration Shootout Dataset, 2008; KDD99, 2008; Unix User

Dataset, 2008). This section thoroughly surveys SI-based

approaches used in intrusion detection. The systems that

are presented in this work are categorized primarily according

to the adopted SI technique. The three main categories that

accrue are: (a) IDS that make use of Ant Colony Optimization,

(b) IDS that employ Particle Swarm Optimization and (c) IDS
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that utilize Ant Colony Clustering. For each category, a brief

introduction of the corresponding adopted SI technique is

presented first. Each class may further be broken down into

smaller subcategories leading to the following taxonomy

scheme:

� ACO Oriented IDS Approaches

- ACO for Detecting the Origin of an Attack

- ACO for Induction of Classification Rules

� PSO Oriented IDS Approaches

- PSO & Neural Network Hybrid Approaches

- PSO & SVM Approaches

- PSO & K-Means Approaches

- PSO for Induction of Classification Rules

� ACC Oriented IDS Approaches

- ACC & SOM Hybrid Approaches

- ACC & SVM Hybrid Approaches
3.1. Ant colony optimization background

The foraging behavior of ants and more specifically their

unique ability to find the shortest path from their nests to

a food source has inspired the creation of perhaps the most

successful algorithmic model which is known as Ant Colony

Optimization (ACO). ACO portrays beneficial characteristics in

environments with highly dynamic parameters.

Most ant species have very limited or no vision. At the

same time they are deprived of speech or any other means of

conventional communication. Nevertheless, ants seem to act

in a strictly organizedmanner, which indicates that some sort

of latent communication takes place. Indeed, experiments

conducted to certain ant species prove that this communica-

tion occurs by depositing a substance called pheromone along

the path they follow. In more detail, ants initially move

randomly in order to locate a food source. As soon as they do

so, ants carry food to their nest and deposit pheromone traces

along the trail. Subsequently, ants decide on which of the

available paths they shall follow based on the pheromone

concentration deposited on each particular path. Paths with

greater pheromone concentration have higher probability of

being selected. Ants that follow the shortest path return to

their nests earlier and pheromone on that path is reinforced

with an additional amount sooner than the one in the longer

path. Therefore, the selection among the paths is biased

toward the shortest path.

Deneubourg et al. presented the double bridge experiment

in which nest and food source were separated by a bridge of

two branches of equal lengths (Deneubourg et al., 1990b). The

authors noticed that the majority of ants will follow only one

of the paths. Which one of the two, is randomly decided. Goss

et al. extended the experiment by using paths of unequal

lengths (Goss et al., 1989) showing that in all experiments the

majority of the ants will eventually choose the shortest one as

shown in Fig. 2. Dorigo et al. presented an algorithmic

implementation of that behavior for solving minimum cost

path problems on graphs known as Simple Ant Colony Optimi-

zation (SACO) (Dorigo and Stutzle, 2004), (Dorigo and Di Caro,

1999). In this model ants begin from a source node of

a graph G ¼ ðN;AÞ and try to reach a destination node
following the shortest path. To each arc ði; jÞ of a graph an

amount of artificial pheromone is deposited si;j. This infor-

mation can be read and written by the ants to govern their

movement to the next node. Specifically, the probability of an

ant k located at a node i of choosing j as the next node to be

visited is calculated as:

pk
ij ¼

8><
>:

saijP
l˛Nk

i
sail

if j˛Nk
i

0 if j;Nk
i

Where Nk
i of ant k when in node i contains all the nodes

directly connected to i, except the predecessor of i. a is

a parameter for controlling convergence speed. When the ant

reaches its destination it has to return to the source. In this

backward mode the ants deposit pheromone along the trail.

Normally, the ant will attempt to follow the same route but if

that route contains loops then it must eliminate them first, in

order to avoid the problem of self-reinforcing loops. The new

amount of pheromone in the arc ði; jÞ after ant k has traversed

it in backward mode is calculated as:

sij)sij þ Dsk

Pheromone trails evaporate over time. This mechanism can

be seen as a way to avoid the problem of convergence to

suboptimal paths, or away to adapt to dynamic graph changes

if they ever occur. Pheromone evaporation is simulated by

applying the following equation to all arcs:

sij)ð1� pÞsij;cði; jÞ˛A
where p˛ð0;1� is a constant.
3.2. ACO oriented IDS approaches

The AntNag algorithm was one of the first approaches that

introduced the ACO into intrusion detection (Abadi and Jalali,

2006). The authors are motivated by the assumption that

usually intruders unleash their attacks by taking advantage

multiple vulnerabilities of the system. The AntNag algorithm

perceives the set of all possible attack scenarios as a directed

graph, called Network Attack Graph (NAG). Each edge repre-

sents an exploit and every complete path from an initial node

to a target node corresponds to an attack scenario. The

minimization analysis of this graph designates the minimum

set of exploits thatmust be eliminated to assure that no attack

scenario is feasible. This is actually an NP-hard problem as

proven in the literature (Sheyner et al., 2002; Jha et al.,

2002a,b). As a first step vulnerability scanning tools discover

possible vulnerabilities of the system. These results along

with other information (e.g., exploit templates, intruder’s goal

and connectivity between network hosts) are used to generate

the NAG. Then based on that graph, a number of ants itera-

tively constructs a set of critical exploits by incrementally

adding exploits until all attack scenarios are covered. At each

construction step each ant chooses probabilistically an exploit

(i.e., chooses an arc to move to) based on the amount of

pheromone associated with that exploit. After that, the

iteration-based solution is improved by local search. Finally,

global updating rulesmodify the pheromone concentration on

each trail. The effectiveness of this system seems to heavily

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.08.009
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Fig. 2 e Extended double bridge experiment.
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depend on how accurate the results of the vulnerability

analysis are. Nevertheless, in real life scenarios and especially

in newly deployed systems, not all vulnerabilities can be

known beforehand. In addition, realistically it is expected the

generated NAGs to be extremely large and complex.

Lianying and Fengyu proposed the separation of the IDS

into independent detection units for increasing its perfor-

mance and reducing misjudgment and misdetection rates

(Lianying and Fengyu, 2006). The pheromone paradigm is

adopted here to make these units communicate without

having to directly exchange any information which would

result in increasing the network load and creating possible

security vulnerabilities. First off, the detection units analyze

the behavior concerning a recourse they are assigned to and

produce a suspicion degree value. If this value is greater than

a threshold then they proceed to operations such as alerting,

responding or recording. Otherwise, local information gath-

ered by each one of these units is stored on a shared infor-

mation database. This database can be perceived as the

pheromone repository. The suspicion degree is summed up

with the results of the other units and if the collective suspi-

cion index of the system exceeds a threshold then this

behavior is still perceived as intrusive. In other words, global

system behavior emerges from local analysis and indirect

communication of its autonomous units.

The rest of the approaches found in the literature can be

organized into two major categories: (a) Those that use the

ACO technique for locating the source of the attack, as part of

the response step and (b) those that take advantage of the ACO

for creating a set of rules that can classify network traffic as

normal or into one of the attack classes.

3.2.1. ACO for detecting the origin of an attack
Fenet and Hassas proposed one of the first IDS architectures

that make use of the ant colonymetaphor to locate the source

of an attack (Fenet and Hassas, 2001). Their system has been

based on a number of mobile and static agents. The pheromone

server is a static agent installed on each host meant to be

protected. Among its others duties the pheromone server is in

charge of spreading an alert-like message throughout the

network in case of an intrusion. This message is perceived as

of the ants’ pheromone, and the pheromone server is in

charge for its diffusion in a gradient pattern. The watcher is

a static agent installed on each host whichmonitors processes

of that host and its network connections. This means that the

watcher is the core component of the detection part of the

system. The lymphocytes are mobile agents that typically roam

randomly through the network searching for pheromone
traces. If pheromone trails are discovered they converge to the

threatened machine and take the appropriate defensive

actions. These actions depend on the type of the attack.

Actually, lymphocytes are the core component of the

response part of the system. In this case the ant colony

analogy is only used as a part of the response system so that

intrusions can be faced rapidly and more efficiently. The

overall architecture leads to a fully distributed intrusion

detection and response system.

IDReAM adopts a similar methodology for identifying and

responding to network attacks (Foukia, 2005). The intrusion

detection part adopts mechanisms from the human immune

system, while the intrusion response module relies on the

ACO paradigm. In this architecture, each node runs a Mobile

Agent (MA) platform which hosts different types of mobile

agents: Intrusion Detection Agents (IDA) and/or Intrusion Response

Agents (IRA). IDAs move randomly on the network, then enter

nodes and based on their local status they compute the

Suspicion Index (SIn). If the SIn exceeds a specific threshold

then the agent builds and diffuses the appropriate amount of

pheromone. If the IRAs, which also traverse the network

randomly, happen to track pheromone traces along their way,

then they follow them back to their source where they initiate

a response to the attack.

IDEAS migrates this approach on Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSN) environment for locating the source of intrusions

(Banerjee et al., 2005a,b). This system relies on agents

embedded on each sensor that monitor their hosts, peers and

network traffic for possible attack signatures. The network of

sensors is presumed as a graph where other ant-like agents

are placed on nodes randomly and traverse it. Antsmove from

their current node of the sensor network to the adjacent node

that has the maximum number of violations represented as

pheromone. Besides pheromone their movement is coordi-

nated by mechanisms resembling the human social interac-

tion as described by affective computing theory (Picard, 1997).

Thus, the agents are characterized as emotional ants. In that

way, the search becomes more accurate and efficient.

Chen et al. concentrated their efforts on a system that

deals solely with Denial of Service (DoS) attacks (Chen et al.,

2006). They proposed an IP trace-back approach for tracing

the source of DoS attacks without relying solely on network

routers to conduct the detection process. Their motivation

was driven from the fact that conventional methods usually

fail to trace the origin of attacks as intruders spoof the address

of the network entity that generates the DoS traffic. According

to their scheme, as a first step, the same amount of phero-

mone is set on each router and ants are positioned on the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.08.009
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victim node(s). Then ants will first read the topology infor-

mation to discover routers in the same neighborhood and

then calculate the probability to move to the next node with

respect to traffic flow. The average amount of octets (network

traffic) is used for pheromone calculation. In this way, the ants

tend to favor routers with heavy traffic as their next node to

move and the procedure is repeated until the boundary

routers of the monitored network are reached. As in the case

of real ants this creates a positive feedback loop which even-

tually forces most ants to converge to the same path.

Chang-Lung et al. describe an intrusive analysis model

based on the design of honeypots and ant colony (Chang-Lung

et al., 2009). The honeypot is a decoy system with many

vulnerabilities aiming to attract the interest of potential

intruders. Thus, conclusions can be extracted about the

characteristics of attacks and the behavior of intruders before

damage is done to the real system. In this model all network

assets of the honeypot are associated with a pheromone value

proportional to the significance of this resource. After intru-

sions or other malicious behavior the honeypot is configured

in a way so that the amount of pheromone of each affected

asset is increased. If attackers repeatedly attempt to

compromise a resource then the concentration of pheromone

will be higher. Next, the ACO is applied to trace the trail of

attack and analyze the habits and interests of aggressors.

Muraleedharan and Osadciw adopt a similar approach by

integrating a honeypot architecture and the ACO algorithm in

the sensor network realm this time (Muraleedharan and

Osadciw, 2009). In this case a number of inexpensive nodes

is actually used as a part of the IDS while it appears as

a normal part of the sensor network. Tracking intruders is

done in a similar way.

3.2.2. ACO for Induction of Classification Rules
Soroush et al. presented one of the pioneering works where

ACO is used for intrusion detection unlike previous

approaches where it was used for intrusion response (Soroush

et al., 2006). Their proposed system is based on the classifi-

cation Ant-Miner rule extracting algorithm (Parpinelli et al.,

2002). Our pseudocode version of the Ant-Miner algorithm is

given in the online resources of the manuscript (Swarm

Intelligence in Intrusion Detection). A quick examination of

the code indicates that this concept is very easy in imple-

mentation. Specifically, the authors adjusted the Ant-Miner

algorithm to cope with high dimensional, high volume data,

such as the ones analyzed for intrusion detection. Ant-Miner

itself is inspired by the foraging behavior of ants in order to

classify numerical data to one of some predefined classes. In

particular, this algorithm utilizes ants to construct a set of

candidate rules of the type:

if ðterm1term2.termnÞ then classc

In this case termi is formed by (a) an attribute of a record of the

dataset, (b) an operator and (c) a value, e.g., IP ¼ 182.123.0.2.

The performance of the candidate rules is evaluated against

a training set. Quality is measured by taking the confusion

matrix of real and predicted instances, i.e. the number of true

positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives

with respect to the training set. During the process the
pheromone increases for the terms used for the construction

of a rule proportional to the performance of the constructed

rule. At the same time it decreases for all other terms (evap-

oration). Among the discovered rules the best one is selected

and augmented to the discovered rules. This is done itera-

tively until a large base of rules is constructed which can be

later on used in test sets as criteria for classifying network

connections into intrusive or normal. Like all systems of this

type this approach demands a pre-existing dataset to be used

for training.

Junbing et al. also propose an Ant-Miner based classifica-

tion system (Junbing et al., 2007). Its main contribution is the

introduction of multiple ant colonies instead of a single one

that the ant-miner normally employs. The authors noticed

that the algorithm might be pushed back in the case where

ants searching for best rules of a class B, have beenmislead by

the pheromone trails deposited at a prior time, by ants

searching for rules of a class A. In this case each class is

handled by different ant types organized into colonies. That is,

each ant that belongs to a colony deposits a distinct type of

pheromone which affects only the ants belonging to the same

colony. Colonies are searched in parallel to finally discover

one rule per colony. The rule with the best quality is selected

and added to the rule set.

Fork is another IDS based on a variation of the Ant-Miner

algorithm (Ramachandran et al., 2008). In this case the algo-

rithm (and the IDS itself) is optimized to function under the

constraints of ad-hoc networks. Due to the inherent limitation

of these networks in terms of resources it is possible that

some nodes may be unable to perform intrusion detection.

Therefore, nodes may produce an intrusion detection task

request and propagate it to the other nodes. Then the nodes

compete according to an auctioning system for performing

these tasks. The actual recognition of the intrusive network

behavior is done by the winner nodes. The modifications on

Ant-Miner which is responsible for this task include: (a) The

priority assignment strategy: a method which identifies

candidate solutions that may act as obstacles to the creation

of rules and gives them priority. (b) Use of modularity:

a method of forming clusters of similar pathways in the

solution graph. Thus, terms that belong to the same cluster

can be added without being evaluated by the heuristic func-

tion. (c) Use of attack thresholds: Thesemodifications improve

the processing time for the formation of more accurate rules.

Works of Abadeh et al. (Abadeh et al., 2008; Abadeh and

Habibi, 2010) and Alipour et al. (Alipour et al., 2008) were

among the first that combined genetic algorithms and ACO for

the induction of accurate fuzzy classification rules. Fuzzy set

theory (Zadeh, 1965) has been applied successfully in the past

in the field of intrusion detection (Wang and

Megalooikonomou, 2005) and has proven to provide very

competitive DR and FAR percentages. The combination of

Fuzzy set theory, Genetic Algorithms and SI is expected to

boost the performance of an IDS. In this case, fuzzy if-then

rules are coded as strings, with 5 linguistic values being rep-

resented by the following symbols: small (A1), medium small

(A2), medium (A3), medium large (A4) and large (A5). For

instance, a rule which is coded as follows: (A3, A2, A5, A1), Cj,

CFj, can be translated as: if x1 is medium and x2 is medium

small and x3 is large and x4 is small then the class is Cj with

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.08.009
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certainty CF ¼ CFj. For the most part their algorithm follows

the flow of the Michigan algorithm (Ishibuchi and Nakashima,

1999; Ishibuchi et al., 1999), thus an initial population of fuzzy

if-then rules is randomly generated. This population is then

evaluated and in the process genetic operations take place so

that a new population can be produced by generating new

rules. At this point, the ant colony algorithm takes a fuzzy rule

andmodifies it by performing a number of predefined changes

so that an improved version of the same rule is produced. The

algorithm then continues as normal by replacing a pre-

specified number of if-then rules with newly generated ones

and finally stops according to some termination rules. In other

words the authors added a local search step based on ACO to

the Michigan algorithm. By doing so the entire (global) search

capability of the algorithm is enhanced.

Agravat et al. noticed that when a fitness function is

utilized, many rules of the same pattern are generated for

similar set of data (Agravat et al., 2010). In this approach the

algorithm stores all the generated high quality rules by the

entire ant colony, instead of simply saving the best rule

produced by each ant. Next, all rules are initially sorted with

respect to their predictive accuracy in decreasing order and

sorted again with respect on false positives this time, but in

increasing order.

Summarizing, ACO inspired IDS in most cases utilize this

technique as a response mechanism (usually for tracking the

source of an intrusion) rather than a detection one. Actually,

some works use the ACO approach for extracting classifica-

tion rules. When possible, we have gathered experimental

results for the approaches discussed here. These results are

analytically presented and discussed further down in Section

4.

3.3. Particle swarm optimization background

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) seeks inspiration in the

coordinated movement dynamics of groups of animals. Rey-

nolds’ studies in the bird flocking behavior (Flocks, 1987)

indicate that the kinesiology of the entire flock is a result of

the individual behavior of birds which simply follow 3 basic

rules: (i) collision avoidance, which dictates individuals to

avoid neighbor mates by readjusting their physical position,

(ii) velocity matching, which dictates individuals to synchro-

nize their speed with neighbor mates, (iii) flock centering,

which dictates individuals to stay close to flockmates. Rey-

nolds applied thismodel to simulate the aesthetics of the flock

chorography with 3D computer experiments.

The sociologistWilson, noticed that individual members of

a swarm may profit from the discoveries and previous expe-

rience of other members of the swarm during tasks such as

food discovery for instance (Wilson, 1975). In other words,

a larger number of swarm members, increases the chances of

locating a rich food source and the social information sharing

among the swarm members offers an additional advantage.

Later, Kennedy and Eberhart introduced the term of

Particle Swarm Optimization and their work was the main

influence of the basic PSO model (Kennedy and Eberhart,

1995). According to this model a fitness function exists

f : Rn/R which measures the quality of the current solution.

A number S of particles (solutions) is placed randomly inside
the hyperspace in the position xi˛Rn each having a random

velocity vi˛Rn. The particles move in the hyperspace and at

each step evaluate their position according to the fitness

function. Each particle in the swarm represents a possible

solution. The basic update rule for the speed is:

viðtþ 1Þ ¼ uviðtÞ þ c1r1
�
pi � xi

�þ c2r2ðg� xiÞ

Where u is the inertia weight constant, c1 and c2 are the

acceleration constants, r1 and r2 are randomnumbers, pi is the

personal best position of particle i, g is the global best position

among all particles in the swarm, and xi is the current position

of particle i. Moreover, the update rule for the position is:

xiðtþ 1Þ ¼ xi þ viðtþ 1Þ
Two key features of this model are that (a) the speed (and

therefore the next position) of each particle is calculated

according to the findings of both that particle and the findings

of the rest of the swarm and that (b) the global best solution is

communicated among all particles of the swarm. Our pseu-

docode version of the Standard Particle Swarm Optimization

algorithm is included in the online resources of the manu-

script (Swarm Intelligence in IntrusionDetection). It is obvious

that the algorithm is easy-to-implement. Readers may notice

the obvious similarities PSO portray to Genetic Algorithms.

Indeed, they both consider a fitness function that acts as

a criterion for population reproduction and update their

population using randomness. However, PSO does not incor-

porate genetic operators such as mutation and gene cross-

over. Furthermore, PSO retain a kind of memory, which is

essential toward the convergence to an optimal solution.
3.4. PSO oriented IDS approaches

Dozier et al. presented a system that can be used as a part of

an IDS to identify possible attacks that would otherwise go

unnoticed, i.e. perceived as normal traffic (Dozier et al., 2004,

2007). The authors pose the question if it is more preferable

to manually try to identify holes in the security system, or let

potential intruders do that job. A module of the system

namely Red Teams emulates the behavior of hackers. The Red

Teams component employs PSO techniques in their intrusion

methodology. The acquired results can dynamically help the

IDS reconfigure on-the-fly in order to be more effective.

Since most of the PSO based IDS are hybrid anomaly

detection systems, it is possible to categorize them according

to the additional MLmethod that is employed. We distinguish

(a) hybrid PSO-Neural Network Systems, (b) hybrid PSO-SVM

Systems, (c) hybrid PSO-K-means Systems. Another category

is comprised of IDS that employ PSO for the extraction of

classification rules.

3.4.1. PSO & neural network hybrid approaches
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is one of the most popular soft

computing techniques for data classification. Hence the

largest volume of research has been done on the application of

the ANN in the field of intrusion detection. PSO is a technique

which is used extensively in combination with various types

of ANN for improving the performance of the resulting

system.
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Michailidis et al. were among the first whomerged the two

aforementioned soft computing techniques to create an

improved system for intrusion detection (Michailidis et al.,

2008). Their work presents an integrated IDS implemented in

Java. During the training phase the PSO is executed recursively

to train the network. Specifically, each particle in the PSO

corresponds to the synaptic weights of the network. The

optimal synaptic weights are fed to ANN, which conducts the

main part of the classification with improved efficiency,

during the testing phase. Generally, systems of this type

follow a similar two step approach. An ANN classifier is the

system component that conducts the classification process

underneath, while a PSO algorithm runs on top of it to

improve critical parameters and train the synaptic weights.

The input layer of the ANN is constructed by them features of

the monitored network connection attributes and the output

layer is comprised of the normal and abnormal types. The

particles are viewed asmultidimensional vectors composed of

the ANN parameters and the particle with the optimum

adaptation values is searched globally. This can be easily seen

in Fig. 3.

A Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) (Zhang and Benveniste,

1992) is a feedforward ANN based on wavelet analysis

(Torrence and Compo, 1998). ANN of this type use a wavelet

function on the hidden layer instead of the sigmoid one. The

resulting systems may achieve higher learning speed and

avoid the creation of local minima, therefore this type of NN
Fig. 3 e Generic hybrid PSO-ANN architecture.
has been used frequently in intrusion detection. Liu and Liu

(Liu et al., 2009; Liu and Liu, 2009) noticed that PSO when used

instead of the typical methods of connection weight adjust-

ment (such as the Gradient Descent (GD) algorithm (Moller,

1993)), it becomes possible to avoid the oscillation effect in

which the optimization is trapped in local minima. They

applied these principles with two variations of PSO, namely

Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) (Yang et al., 2004)

and Modified Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (MQPSO)

respectively (as described in that work), to train a WNN.

Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2007) propose a similar infrastructure

and uses both the Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm (Hestenes

and Stiefel, 1952) and QPSO rather than relaying in one of

them for parameter optimization. The QPSO has a better

global searching ability compared to the CG, so it is preferable

to be used in the initial steps of the training to quickly cover

a larger portion of the search space. As the generations (iter-

ations steps) proceed, the solution might be trapped. At that

point CG is utilized to help QPSO escape this possible status.

Ma and Liu (Ma and Liu, 2010) adopt principles of fuzzy set

theory and integrate them on a WNN based IDS. The hybrid

ANN is able to “fuzzily” describe fault characteristics of a state

classified as “abnormal”.

Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBF) (Orr, 1996) is

a type of probabilistic Neural Network frequently adopted by

IDS. A RBF may achieve classification faster because the

classification process is based on the simple measure of the

distance of the centers of the neurons from the inputs fed to it.

This characteristic makes RBF a good candidate for network

intrusion detection. Nevertheless, RBF requires certain

parameters like the number of center and the variance of the

RBF to be chosen manually. If the parameters are not optimal

this will have an impact on the accuracy of the resulting

classification. Systems such as (Ma et al., 2008b; Chen et al.,

2009) use PSO as an extra step for RBF optimization and ach-

ieve better performance than standard RBF. This has been

verified by experimental results included in the same paper.

Tian and Liu (Tian and Liu, 2010) use the same logic to create

a hybrid PSO-ANN system but also introduce an evolutionary

mutation algorithm as an extra step in order to (a) protect PSO

from trapping into local minima, (b) increase the diversity of

the population, and (c) expand the scope of the search.

3.4.2. PSO & SVM hybrid approaches
Similarly to ANN, another technique frequently used in

combination with PSO is Support Vector Machines (SVM)

(Burges, 1998; Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). SVM is based on

structural risk minimization of statistical learning theory and

shows good learning ability and generalization skill in high

dimensional or noisy datasets, two attributes highly appreci-

ated in intrusion detection. However, one of the basic short-

comings of this technique is the difficulty to determine certain

parameters so that the performance of the algorithmbecomes

optimal. Wang et al. were among the first who combined the

two techniques (Wang et al., 2009). They used two different

flavors of PSO the Standard Particle Swarm Optimization (SPSO)

and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) (Kennedy and

Eberhart, 1997) for seeking optimal SVM parameters and

extracting a feature subset respectively. In the latter step each

particle represents a solution that indicates which features
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and parameter values should be kept. Finally, the results

(selected features and parameter values) along with the

training dataset are fed to the SVM classifier which executes

normally to classify specific network behavior as intrusive or

normal. In a similar way, Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2008a) propose

a combinatorial BPSO-SVM technique where dataset features

and the crucial SVM parameters are represented by each

particle position. The choice of SVM parameters for the clas-

sification process and the selection of the optimum features

happens simultaneously in one step instead of two. Then the

classification process based on SVM is conductedwhich (given

the inputs from the previous step) is much more accurate.

Hybrid PSO-SVM systems are common in literature (Gao et al.,

2005a, 2006; Srinoy and Rajabhat, 2007; Zhou et al., 2009; Tian

and Liu, 2009; Liu et al., 2010).

3.4.3. PSO & K-means hybrid approaches
Xiao et al. (Xiao et al., 2006) combined the simplicity and good

local search of the K-Means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) with

the PSO to create an IDS. According to this algorithm, each

particle’s position is the set of D dimensional centroids

produced by the K-Means algorithm. Thus, each particle’s

position can be represented as an array:

2
664
Z11 Z12 . Z1D

Z21 Z22 . Z2D

. . . .
Zk1 Zk2 . ZkD

3
775

where D is the number of the dimensions of the dataset

(therefore the centroids dimension) and k represents the

number of clusters. Initially, data points are assigned to k

clusters in a random manner. Then the centroids are calcu-

lated and the position of each particle is deduced. For each

particle, the fitness function evaluates the position and if

necessary the Pbest andGbest values are updated alongwith that

of velocity and position. Finally, the K-Means algorithm runs

in order to optimize the new generation of particles. The

algorithm converges to local optimum with very low proba-

bility and has high convergence speed. Yongzhong also

proposes a similar PSO-K-Means hybrid system (Li et al., 2009).

3.4.4. PSO for induction of classification rules
Guolong et al. explored the efficiency of a novel rule-based IDS

based on PSO (Guolong et al., 2007). According to the authors

each particle is a network connection that represents a rule.

Their algorithm recursively creates a particle population from

atrainingdataset. Then, for eachparticle, it computes itsfitness

and updates the Pbest and Gbest, i.e. the velocity and the position

values of that particle. When some criteria are met the Gbest

particle (the fittest rule) is inserted into the rule sets and at the

sametimethetrainingdatacoveredbythis rulearedeleted.The

authors noticed that PSO cannot be directly applied to network

intrusion datasets because in this case the attributes take

distinct values. To overcome this limitation they also proposed

anewcodingschemethatmapsdistinctattributevalues tonon-

negative integer values as well. Chang et al. (Zhao and Wang,

2009) achieve better detection rates by incorporating a more

accurate fitness function to the system described above.

Summarizing PSO oriented IDS utilize this technique as an

extra step of a conventional classificationmechanism. Section
4 contains experimental results from several approaches

discussed earlier. From the results it is obvious that the inte-

gration of the PSO algorithm can greatly improve the perfor-

mance of the IDS.

3.5. Ant colony clustering background

Many ant species exhibit an interesting behavior concerning

the organization of their nest. By simply observing their nest it

is obvious that eggs, brood and food are not randomly scat-

tered. On the contrary, they follow a strict organization into

piles of homogenous or similar objects. Moreover, if the nest

wasmessed by an external force then the antswill reconstruct

these piles rapidly. This behavior is achieved while each ant

appears to work autonomously without receiving any orders

by ants placed higher in the hierarchy.

Based on these observations mathematical models have

been constructed to simulate the clustering and sorting

behavior of real ants. Deneubourg et al. constructed the basic

model to describe this behavior and applied it in robotics

(Deneubourg et al., 1990a). According to their model ant-like

robots without communication abilities, hierarchical organi-

zation or any global mapping of their environment, move

randomly on a two dimensional space and pick up objects in

less dense areas. Being able to carry them they dispose them

in locations where a large number of the same type of object

exists. Thus, the probability of picking up or dropping objects

is relevant to two factors: the density of objects in the

immediate neighborhood and the similarity of objects. More

specifically, the probability for an unloaded ant-like robot to

pick up an object oj is calculated as:

ppickðoiÞ ¼
 

kþ

kþ þ f

!2

Where f is an estimation of the spaces in the neighborhood

that are occupied by objects of the same type, and kþ is

a constant. When there is a small number of objects in the

neighborhood then f << kþ and ppickup tends to 1 and as

a result the objects will likely be picked up. On the other hand,

the probability for a loaded ant-like robot to drop the object if

the robot is located on an empty cell is calculated as:

pputdownðoiÞ ¼
 

f
k� þ f

!2

In case where many objects are observed in the immediate

neighborhood then f >> k� and pputdown tends to 1, which in

turn means that the object will most likely be dropped. The

model assumes that each ant-like robot has a short term

memory ofm steps that records what is met in each of the last

m time steps. Since the robot moves randomly in space, this

sampling provides an estimation of the type of objects that

exist in the immediate neighborhood. For example, for

a memory of 5 steps at time t the memory string could have

been “_AA_B” indicating that the robot met 2 objects of type A

and 1 object of type B. Thus fA ¼ 2=5 and fB ¼ 1=5.

Lumer and Faieta generalized the aforementioned model

for clustering multidimensional datasets (Lumer and Faieta,

1994). The algorithm scatters the multidimensional records

of the dataset in a theoretical two dimensional grid. At each
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iteration of the algorithm the elements are rearranged in such

a way so that similar elements are grouped together to form

compact clusters (ideally one for each class in the dataset).

This is done in theoretical level and no changes are in the

order of the records in the dataset. According to the LF model,

the probability of picking an element i, is defined as:

PpickðiÞ ¼
�

kp

kp þ fðiÞ
�2

Where kp is a constant and fðiÞ is the local estimation of the

density of elements in a small surrounding area defined as

a square of d nodes. Likewise, the probability of dropping

a carried item is calculated by:

PdropðiÞ ¼
�
2fðiÞ if fðiÞ < kd

1 otherwise

The density dependent function fðiÞ for an element i, at

a particular grid location, is defined as:

fðiÞ ¼
8<
:

1
d2

X
j

ð1� dði; jÞ=aÞ if fðiÞ < kd

0 otherwise

In the expression above, dði; jÞ measures the dissimilarity

between all elements in the local area that surrounds node i

and a scales the dissimilarities. Since the elements are

vectors, d measures dissimilarities by calculating the

Euclidian distance between the elements in nodes i and j. The

normalizing term d2 equals the total number of sites in the

local area of interest, thus fðiÞ may only take its maximum

value if all the neighborhood is occupied by identical

elements. The algorithm described above can lead to the

construction of clusters of similar objects from an initial

randomly scattered state. Fig. 4 visually depicts this process.

This achievement is of paramount importance for any IDS.

Based on the assumption that intrusive activity happens rarer

than legitimate one, datasets that contain low level network

traffic can be analyzed in order to form clusters that represent

different types of attacks or normal activity respectively. The

LF algorithm and subsequent variations of it were also utilized

with great success in a number of other applications such as

text document classification (Vizine et al., 2005) to name one.

As always this paragraph focuses solely on the application of

this family of algorithms in intrusion detection, neglecting the

rest of the potential applications. Our pseudocode version for

the Lumer-Faieta algorithm (commonly referred as LF algo-

rithm) is included in the online resources of the manuscript

(Swarm Intelligence in Intrusion Detection). From the code
Fig. 4 e Arangement of data into 4 clusters on the grid
one can understand that the algorithm has very low

complexity of implementation.
3.6. ACC oriented IDS approaches

Ramos and Abraham were two of the first researchers who

attempted to introduce the LF algorithm described above into

the intrusion detection realm (Ramos and Abraham, 2005).

Similarly, to the LF algorithm their model called ANTIDS was

based on a number of ant-like agents that pick up and drop

items with a certain probability to form clusters. In this case,

instead of having agents exploring the terrain randomly

seeking objects or clusters, they suggested that it would be

more efficient to have agents guided by pheromone traces.

Moreover, the computation of average object similarities

which is dictated by the LF algorithm is avoided since it is

blind to the actual number of objects present in a given

neighborhood. According to the authors this strategy (a)

allows ants to find clusters of objects in an adaptive way, (b)

eliminates the need of short term memory of the agents thus

making the algorithm less resource demanding, (c) it accel-

erates the algorithm in finding optimal solutions since the

ants tend to move to areas of higher interest.

Tsang and Kwong noticed that data used in cases of intru-

sion detection analysis are typically large in volume as regards

to instances and high dimensional as regards to features

(Tsang and Kwong, 2005a, 2006). The original LF algorithm

suffers from two problems: (a) many homogenous clusters are

formed and thus it is difficult to be merged when they are

spatially separated into a large search space, (b) the density of

similarity measures, favors cluster formation in locally dense

regions but discriminates dissimilar objects intensively. In

other words, elements of type A close to compact clusters of

elements of type B tend to remain isolated. Under these

circumstances, the authors proposed a variation of the LF

algorithm to dealwith these two inefficiencies. In their version

of the model called ACCM, a combined measurement of local

regional entropy and average similarity was used in order for

the model to identify clusters into coarse, compact, and

incorrectly merged ones. Further improvements were intro-

duced to boost the efficiency of the algorithm such as two

different types of pheromones for guiding the ant-like agents

toward clusters (for object deposition) and toward isolated

objects (for object pick up) respectively. Based on this classifi-

cation algorithm the authors proposed an integrated multi-

agent IDS architecture for industrial control systems later on

(Tsang and Kwong, 2005b).
after (a) 0 (b) 10,000 (c) 50,000 (d) 130,000 iterations.
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Rajeswari et al. (Rajeswari et al., 2008) noticed that

connection attributes that belong to User to Root (U2R) and

Remote to Local (R2L) attack classes (for more details see

Section 4) have very close resemblance with the ones found in

normal traffic. Because of this, most of the existing IDS

approaches suffer from low DR in these two classes specifi-

cally. The authors proposed a hybridmultilevel IDS. In the first

level the enhanced version of C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) algorithm is

used to classify connection record found in the dataset into

DoS, Probe and “Others”. The class of “Others” contains U2R,

R2L and normal connections. In the second level the classic

ACC algorithm splits the data into two clusters. The resulting

clusters represent normal and abnormal traffic. The cluster

with abnormal connections can be distinguished easily it is

typically much smaller in size. Finally, on the third level the

C4.5 algorithm classifies the abnormal traffic. By splitting the

classification processes into multiple levels the resulting IDS

achieves competitive DR and FR rates.

As it is clear, many ACC-based IDS relay to this algorithm

for achieving clustering of the data. A sub-categorization is

possible to be achieved by taking into account the auxiliary

techniques applied for improving the results. In this case, we

distinguish: (a) hybrid ACC-SOM and (b) hybrid ACC-SVM

systems.

3.6.1. ACC & SOM hybrid approaches
Feng et al. followed a similar approach to the LF model

although in their case the neighborhood is perceived as

circular area around the ant, and the pick and drop probabil-

ities are calculated based on non-linear functions (Feng et al.,

2006, 2005). This remark can assist in solving linear insepa-

rable problems. After the clustering step, the procedure where

the formatted clusters are labeled is initiated. The actual

labeling is done by calculating the maximum quantities

difference and the labeling clusters threshold. These variables

depend on the result of the ant clustering algorithm rather

than the user-controlled parameter selection which is the

standard practice, therefore are more accurate. Finally, live

detection is possible by calculating the a-posteriori probability

with the help of the Bayes theorem. This makes the detection

procedure more accurate since it is independent of cluster

centers. Later on, Feng et al. (Feng et al., 2007a,b) fused the

algorithm described above with a variation of the Self Orga-

nizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1995) neural network model.

Dynamic Self-Organizing Maps (DSOM) (Alahakoon et al., 2000)

was added as an extra step before the main ant colony clus-

tering process. Rather than placing the input data randomly

on a 2-D grid, DSOM is used to represent the input data. As an

extra step the ants move the objects in the output layer of

DSOM and normally form clusters. This additional step

increases the efficiency of cluster formation process. Fig. 5

depicts this concept.

3.6.2. ACC & SVM hybrid approaches
Zhang and Feng presented a hybrid framework (Zhang and

Feng, 2009) which combines SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)

and ant colony clustering for increasing the performance of

IDS. Typical SVM techniques when used for clustering in

intrusion detection, map the network data as data points in

a multidimensional space. SVMs create hyperplanes between
two classes of objects (i.e. data points that correspond to

normal and abnormal network traffic). The best hyperplane is

the one with themaximumdistance betweenmarginal points

of the two classes. Also, SVMs require an initial training set of

labeled data to be provided. Active training (Duan et al., 2007)

is a technique for decreasing the necessary amount of this

training data. This is a multistep process where, for each

iteration, only some of the training data are chosen and the

hyperplane ismodified gradually. The authors incorporate ant

colony clustering as a selection technique of the data points

used for training at each step. The active training algorithm is

extended by adding an extra step of cluster creation around

marginal points and then the selection is made from the data

points of these clusters.

An intrusion detection model based on the combination of

SVMs and ant colony clustering can also be found in the

literature (Srinoy, 2006). According to the authors ACC should

have a more active role which is to refine the clusters initially

produced with SVMs. This is in contrast to approaches, where

ACC is only used to reduce the amount of training data for the

SVM (Zhang and Feng, 2009). The utilized ACC algorithm in

this case is based on the fuzzy ants concept (Kanade and Hall,

2003). This algorithm is a variation of the original LF algorithm

where ants pick up and drop objects on a two dimensional

board to initially form heaps, each positioned on a single cell,

rather than directly forming clusters. As a second stage of this

algorithm the ants pick up and drop the entire heaps formed

in the first stage to construct clusters. ACC in most cases acts

as the basic clustering mechanism of the IDS. The experi-

mental results given in the next section demonstrate that ACC

leads to solid IDS with very competitive DR and FAR.

The approaches that were presented above are arranged in

chronological order in Fig. 6.
4. Evaluation

4.1. Experimental tools and methodologies

Most IDS conduct their efficiency tests against a set of records

which may contain connections from the network, records

from log files, call sequences of the operating system or user

command sequences. Depending on the specific needs of each

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.08.009
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particular IDS this dataset might be a custom one (i.e. created

specifically for the purposes of the evaluation) or in most of

the cases it might be one of the pre-existing datasets that are

used as benchmarks for intrusion detection (DARPA, 2008;

Internet Exploration Shootout Dataset, 2008; KDD99, 2008;

Unix User Dataset, 2008). The most commonly used dataset

is KDD99 (KDD99, 2008). It was created by the DARPA Intrusion

Detection Evaluation Project (Lippmann et al., 2000) on behalf

of the MIT Lincoln Labs. For the purposes of the project

a simulated LAN which operated as if it was a true U.S. Air

Force LAN was created. The simulated LAN consisted of 3

target machines running different operating systems and

services and 3 other machines that generated traffic. A dedi-

cated component recorded the traffic and logged the TCP/IP

connections into a TCP dump file. During the period of data

collection which lasted 7 weeks the LAN would become target

to a number of different types of attacks. The resulting dataset

was split in training and testing sets. The training set is

composed of 4,940,000 network connections each one con-

taining 41 quantitative and qualitative attributes. There are 24
types of attacks (such as buffer overflow, rootkit, neptune,

satan, smurf etc.) classified by experts into one of 4 categories.

Each record in the dataset is labeled as normal traffic or one of

the following 4 classes of intrusive behavior:

1. DoS attacks: where use of a specific service is denied to

legitimated users.

2. Probe attacks: where information about the system is

revealed to non authorized entities.

3. User to Remote (U2R) attacks: where access to administrator

account types is gained by non authorized entities.

4. Remote to Local (R2L) attacks: where access to hosts is gained

by non authorized entities.

This dataset was used during the International Knowledge

Discovery and Data Mining Tools competition in 1999 and

since then it has become the de-facto standard benchmark for

intrusion detection.

Despite its wide adoption by the academic community,

KDD99 has become the target of criticism (McHugh, 2000;

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2011.08.009
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Mahoney and Chan, 2003; Sabhnani and Serpen, 2004). One of

the points of concern is its large size especially that of the

training set which makes it virtually impossible for an IDS to

use it for its training phase. A second point that raises serious

objections is the unrealistic distribution of normal versus

intrusive records in the test set (with the later to be over 80% of

the entire set), which under normal occasions is very rare.

Moreover, the unrealistic distribution expands to the attacks

types themselves with some of them (like DoS type attacks)

making their appearance much more frequently than others

(like U2R and R2L). Finally, in their majority, U2R and R2L

classes contained in the test set, are comprised by attacks not

seen before in the training set.

For the above reasons, it is quite common for a minimized

version of the KDD99 dataset to be used. This version contains

only 10% of the total records. The training set contains 494,021

connections, where 97,278 correspond to normal traffic and

the rest belong to one of 22 attack types. The testing set

contains 311,029 connections with 37 attack types 17 of which

are new attack types that were not seen in the training set.

Also, in many cases, the researchers create a custom-tailored

version of the dataset.

4.2. Discussion

In Section 3 we described how different SI approaches have

been applied to IDS. Certain conclusions can be extracted

about the success of such undergoing which will be

summarized here. Table 1 presents a comparison of some of

the previously described approaches. The original winner

entry (Elkan, 1999) of the KDD99 cup is also included in the

comparisons. The winner entry might be considered

outdated by today’s standards but it was included mainly for

giving a common base of comparison. All experiments con-

tained in the table were conducted upon the KDD99 test set,

after the system was trained with the 10% subset of the

KDD99 training set. Note that the table contains only these

works that were immediately comparable to each other (for

instance were tested upon the same dataset and not
Table 1 e Performance comparison of several SI-based IDSa.

ML
type

Winner
KDD99

NN based techniques SVM based
techniques

SI
type

PSO PSO

(Elkan,

1999)

(Chen

et al.,

2009)

(Flocks,

1987)

(Ma

et al.,

2008b)

(Ma

et al.,

2007)

(Liu

et al.,

2010)

(Zhou

et al.,

2009)

(Wang

et al.,

2009)

(Z

a

W

2

Normal 94.5 N/A 96.88 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N

Probe 83.3 88.86 92.20 N/A N/A 86.48 N/A N/A N

DoS 97.1 92.57 97.74 N/A N/A 88.48 N/A N/A N

U2R 13.2 91.14 52.86 N/A N/A 85.52 N/A N/A N

R2L 8.4 94.29 8.30 N/A N/A 84.53 N/A N/A N

DR 90.9 N/A N/A 96.77 97.3 N/A 97.26 99.84 9

FAR N/A N/A 0.61 8.01 4.89 N/A N/A N/A 3

a IDS are organized by the adopted SI technique as well as the auxiliary

class, the overall DR and the FAR.
a custom one) and the authors provided the corresponding

experimental results. As explained earlier, KDD99 dataset

has been the target of criticism. The results included in the

comparison should not be used to extract conclusions about

the efficiency of these systems in real life situations. The

ultimate goal of this comparison is to highlight strong points

and inefficiencies of these IDS and in a more abstract level

the fitness of each adopted SI approach. The table contains

the detection rates for each class separately as well as the

overall detection rates. The winner entry of KDD99 cup

performs very poorly in U2R and R2L attack classes since

these two types contain a big number of attacks not seen in

the training set. From the comparison table it is obvious that

the SI systems in all given cases greatly outperform the

winner entry in the U2R class and in almost all cases in the

R2L class. Better results are also shown for the rest of the

classes and for all of the discussed approaches. This confirms

that the SI systems are highly adaptive and are able to detect

novel attack types easier.

The majority of the IDS that make use of ACO, utilize this

mechanism for procedures done after the attack has taken

place, rather than for procedures relevant to intrusion detec-

tion itself. More specifically, many approaches employ ACO

for tracing the source of an intrusion and in some cases even

responding to that intrusion at its source (Fenet and Hassas,

2001; Foukia, 2005; Banerjee et al., 2005a; Banerjee et al.,

2005b; Chen et al., 2006). One can notice that the majority of

these systems are implemented using the mobile agents

technology. Mobile agents have the privilege of relocating and

in a sense they exist virtually anywhere on the network. ACO

introduced many advantages to the IDS architecture. For

example, ACO dictates the movement of the agents in a more

dynamic manner depending on the severity and the location

of the threat. Moreover, it reduces the amount of data

exchanged by making use of asynchronous communication

techniques like pheromone traces and finally it leads to fully

distributed IDS architectures.

Fewer proposals on the other hand saw the potential of

ACO in the improvement of the classification process. It is
Classification rules None

PSO ACO ACC

hao

nd

ang,

009)

(Alipour

et al.,

2008)

(Abadeh

and

Habibi,

2010)

(Ramos

and

Abraham,

2005)

(Tsang

and

Kwong,

2005a)

(Tsang

and

Kwong,

2005b)

(Feng

et al.,

2006)

/A 98.5 96 99.64 98.5 98.8 99.1

/A 82.5 86.25 98.29 86.9 87.5 97.18

/A 98.5 98.83 99.98 97.5 97.3 99.35

/A 76.3 72.8 64 27.2 30.7 63

/A 89 33.45 99.47 11.0 12.6 97.79

2.2 95.5 94.33 N/A 92.25 N/A N/A

.97 0.0018 N/A N/A 1.5 N/A N/A

Machine Learning technique. Results include the DR for each attack
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noticeable that all these approaches apply ACO for classifi-

cation rules extraction and all of them relay on a modification

of the Ant-Miner algorithm which uses the pheromone

concept for finding more quickly good quality classification

rules. This has an impact not only in the overall speed of the

algorithm but also in the number of rules which normally is

reduced meaning that the detection rate is increased. The

validity of the statements above is proven by experimental

results presented in the corresponding works (Soroush et al.,

2006; Junbing et al., 2007). Note that the experimental results

given in these two works are not immediately comparable

because they use different percentage of the training and

testing datasets. Nevertheless, since both approaches are

based on variations of the same algorithm it can be argued

that the modifications the authors applied in (Soroush et al.,

2006) managed to increase the detection rate of the system

only by 0.1%. At the same time it reduced the false alarm rate

by 1.4% comparing to the original Ant-Miner algorithm. Also,

the multiple colonies concept (Junbing et al., 2007) increased

the overall system detection rate by 6.02% but did not manage

to reduce significantly the false alarm rate (it was reduced

only by 0.08%). Generally, the Ant-Miner algorithm was orig-

inally tested on datasets with distinct record values and it is

not optimized for datasets like KDD99. The level of improve-

ment in detection rate shown in (Wu and Banzhaf, 2010)

should be considered as a step in the right direction since it

made the algorithm competitive to the rest of machine

learning solutions.

PSO in intrusion detection is rarely used as the exclusive

method for classification. The main reason behind this is that

PSO shows a great tendency to converge to a suboptimal

solution on early stages of its execution and naturally it is

outperformed. It is clear from the above that the majority of

the relative research treats this technique as a supplementary

step to some other machine learning classifier which

conducts the main part of the classification. By taking

advantage of the two basic characteristics of PSO, which are

the simplicity of the implementation and the fast discovery of

a good solution, all hybrid systems of this type are able to

present improvements on their detection rates.

One basic point to be taken into account is that the use of

PSO has significantly boosted the performance of all the

machine learning techniques in which it was applied. More

specifically, the approach described in (Chen et al., 2009)

managed to achieve detection rates improved by 7.15% for

Probe class, 7.43% for DoS class, 4.28% for U2R type attacks

and 6.29% for R2L when compared to a conventional RBF

detection system. Other systems such as (Ma et al., 2008b)

and (Zhou et al., 2009) improve their overall detection rates

by 5.52% and 3.59% respectively which proves that PSO can

have a positive impact on the performance of the IDS

system. It is safe to say that the use of PSO into an existing

machine learning based IDS is expected to enhance the

system’s DR accuracy by a magnitude greater than 3%. The

PSO classification rules based approaches (Guolong et al.,

2007) achieve lower detection rates which is expected

since as stated in (Zhao and Wang, 2009) this method in

general has limited descriptive power (it is confined by few

operators only such as “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”) and leads to

poorer results.
Unlike most ACO approaches (where the ACO technique is

utilized mostly for response) and PSO approaches (where the

PSO technique is utilized for improving performance of other

classification algorithms), most ACC methods, rely solely on

an ACC algorithm for the classification process. Systems

(Ramos and Abraham, 2005; Tsang and Kwong, 2005a,b 2006;

Feng et al., 2006) are based on some variation of the basic LF

algorithm for clustering the records into different classes.

What is more interesting is that these systems provide some

of the most solid results with the detection rate for each class

to be constantly kept on high levels. The resulting systems

perform extremely well for the R2L class and with the

exception of two cases (Tsang and Kwong, 2005a,b), all other

systems achieve detections rates over 97%. The importance of

this remark gains added value if we consider that most

traditional approaches perform extremely poorly in that

particular class (the winner of KDD99 achieved only 8.4%). It is

safe to say that ACC produces some of the best results for the

R2L class among all machine learning approaches used for

intrusion detection. Although all ACC approaches perform

extremely well for Normal class (99.1% on average), Probe and

DoS, their performance is moderately poorer for the U2R

attack class. A possible explanation to this phenomenon could

be attributed to the fact that ACC does not suffer from

sparseness in data since density can be effectively treated

through the pheromone trail criterion.
5. Conclusions and future directions

As explained in the previous section, SI techniques have

established themselves as a solid option for any contemporary

IDS. Nevertheless, many aspects exist that remain unex-

plored. First of all the contemporary approaches seem to fail

to take advantage of the full potential of ACO for the detection

part (i.e. the main classification process). Most existing

systems that rely on ACO for intrusion detection adopt some

sort of rules extraction technique which has proven (as

already explained) to have an upper limit in its potential. The

low complexity of ACO algorithm establishes it as a major

candidate for the creation of fast, robust and adaptive IDS. The

combination of ACO with some other machine learning

technique is expected to lead to highly adaptive IDS. On the

other hand, PSO based IDS have been extensively studied in

combination with other ML techniques constantly providing

solid DR rates. Unfortunately, with the incorporation of

multiple techniques the computation requirements are ex-

pected to increase. A very interesting study would be that of

the time required for training and live detection of those

systems. As far as ACC-based systems, they seem to provide

excellent detection rates in all but one attack classes (U2R) as

can be seen from the table in previous section. Since the work

done so far with hybrid ACC/Machine Learning approaches is

minimal, it would be interesting to study the effects in DR and

FAR when ACC is combined with another machine learning

classifier. A good idea is one approach constantly provides

good results for that particular attack class, such as ANN or

SVM.

Another potential field of excel of SI-based approaches

which seems to be neglected so far, is the creation of
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distributed IDS. Since most of the SI algorithms relay or could

be implemented with the help of agents it is obvious that

highly distributed architectures could be created easily.

Parallel computing methods could increase the training speed

and training quality of the IDS, increase the system’s accuracy

and potentially be deployed for protecting ad-hoc network

architectures. The success of such concept has been already

investigated and proved by very little works in literature

(Janakiraman and Vasudevan, 2009). Moreover, the prolifera-

tion of mobile and ad-hoc/sensor networks that make use of

devices with limited computational power, complexity and

computational requirements is an aspect that should be taken

into serious consideration. Furthermore, it is obvious from

Section 3 thatmany of the SI-based IDS incorporate additional

algorithms or internally allow very high number of iterations

(through setting of specific parameters) in an effort to boost

the system’s detection rates. Both of these factors are ex-

pected to have a negative impact on the requirements of the

system in terms of computational resources. It is therefore

necessary to provide a more standard complexity analysis

alongside the metrics that correspond to the detection accu-

racy of the IDS.
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